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Everyone will want this book because it provides a great mix of practical  experience, historical perspective, and a depth of understanding that only comes  from being intimately involved in the field. I've already enjoyed and learned  from reading this book, and surely you will too."
-Sam Leffler

The classic guide to UNIX networking APIs... now completely  updated!

To build today's highly distributed, networked applications and  services, you need deep mastery of sockets and other key networking APIs. One  book delivers comprehensive, start-to-finish guidance for building robust,  high-performance networked systems in any environment: UNIX Network Programming, Volume 1, Third Edition. 

Building on the legendary work of W. Richard Stevens, this  edition has been fully updated by two leading network programming experts to  address today's most crucial standards, implementations, and techniques. New  topics include:  

	
    POSIX Single UNIX Specification Version 3

    
	
    IPv6 APIs (including updated guidance on IPv6/IPv4  interoperability)

    
	
    The new SCTP transport protocol

    
	
    IPsec-based Key Management Sockets

    
	
    FreeBSD 4.8/5.1, Red Hat Linux 9.x, Solaris 9, AIX 5.x, HP-UX,  and Mac OS X implementations

    
	
    New network program debugging techniques

    
	
    Source Specific Multicast API, the key enabler for widespread  IP multicast deployment
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Software Abstractions: Logic, Language, and AnalysisMIT Press, 2012

	As a programmer working for Logica UK in London in the mid-1980’s, I became a passionate advocate of formal methods. Extrapolating from small successes with VDM and JSP, I was sure that widespread use of formal methods would bring an end to the software crisis.

	

	One approach especially intrigued me. John Guttag and Jim...
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The Design of Design: Essays from a Computer ScientistAddison Wesley, 2010

	Making Sense of Design


	Effective design is at the heart of everything from software development to engineering to architecture. But what do we really know about the design process? What leads to effective, elegant designs? The Design of Design addresses these questions.


	These new essays by Fred...
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ASP.NET MVC 4 and the Web API: Building a REST Service from Start to FinishApress, 2013

	This one hundred page book focuses exclusively on how you can best use the ASP.NET MVC 4 Framework to build world-class REST services using the Web API. It sets aside much of what the ASP.NET MVC Framework can do, and focuses exclusively on how the Web API can help you build web services. You will not find any help on CSS, HTML, JavaScript,...
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Securing SCADA SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
How to secure systems that weren't built for security
Worldwide, critical economic and governmental infrastructures have evolved into complex networks that facilitate communication, cost reduction, and efficiency. But the very features that create such benefits make these supervisory control and data acquisition, or SCADA, systems a security...
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The Art of Photography: An Approach to Personal ExpressionRocky Nook, 2010

	This is an updated and newly revised edition of the classic book The Art of Photography (originally published in 1994), which has often been described as the most readable, understandable, and complete textbook on photography. With well over 100 beautiful photographic illustrations in both black-and-white and color, as well as...
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Solutions Manual to accompany Nonlinear Programming: Theory and AlgorithmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	As the Solutions Manual, this book is meant to accompany the main title, Nonlinear Programming: Theory and Algorithms, Third Edition. This book presents recent developments of key topics in nonlinear programming (NLP) using a logical and self-contained format. The volume is divided into three sections: convex analysis,...
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